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Abstract

Product review mining is an important task
that can benefit both businesses and con-
sumers. Lately a number of models com-
bining collaborative filtering and content
analysis to model reviews have been pro-
posed, among which the Hidden Factors
as Topics (HFT) model is a notable one.
In this work, we propose a new model
on top of HFT to separate product prop-
erties and aspects. Product properties are
intrinsic to certain products (e.g. types
of cuisines of restaurants) whereas aspects
are dimensions along which products in
the same category can be compared (e.g.
service quality of restaurants). Our pro-
posed model explicitly separates the two
types of latent factors but links both to
product ratings. Experiments show that
our proposed model is effective in separat-
ing product properties from aspects.

1 Introduction

Online product reviews and the numerical ratings
that come with them have attracted much attention
in recent years. During the early years of research
on product review mining, there were two separate
lines of work. One focused on content analysis
using review texts but ignored users, and the other
focused on collaborative filtering-based rating pre-
diction using user-item matrices but ignored texts.
However, these studies do not consider the identi-
fies of reviewers, and thus cannot incorporate user
preferences into the models. In contrast, the ob-
jective of collaborative filtering-based rating pre-
diction is to predict a target user’s overall rating
on a target product without referring to any review
text (e.g. Salakhutdinov and Mnih (2007)). Col-
laborative filtering makes use of past ratings of the
target user, the target item and other user-item rat-

ings to predict the target user’s rating on the target
item.

Presumably if review texts, numerical ratings,
user identities and product identities are analyzed
together, we may achieve better results in rat-
ing prediction and feature/aspect identification.
This is the idea explored in a recent work by
McAuley and Leskovec (2013), where they pro-
posed a model called Hidden Factors as Topics
(HFT) to combine collaborative filtering with con-
tent analysis. HFT combines latent factor models
for recommendation with Latent Dirichlet Alloca-
tion (LDA). In the joint model, the latent factors
play dual roles: They contribute to the overall rat-
ings, and they control the topic distributions of in-
dividual reviews.

While HFT is shown to be effective in both
predicting ratings and discovering meaningful la-
tent factors, we observe that the discovered la-
tent factors are oftentimes not “aspects” in which
products can be evaluated and compared. In fact,
the authors themselves also pointed out that the
topics discovered by HFT “are not similar to as-
pects” (McAuley and Leskovec, 2013). Here we
use “aspects” to refer to criteria that can be used
to compare all or most products in the same cate-
gory. For example, we can compare restaurants by
how well they serve customers, so service is an as-
pect. But we cannot compare restaurants by how
well they serve Italian food if they are not all Ital-
ian restaurants to begin with, so Italian food can-
not be considered an aspect; It is more like a fea-
ture or property that a restaurant either possesses
or does not possess.

Identifying aspects would help businesses see
where they lose out to their competitors and con-
sumers to directly compare different products un-
der the same criteria. In this work, we study how
we can modify the HFT model to discover both
properties and aspects. We use the term “product
properties” or simply “properties” to refer to latent
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factors that can explain user preferences but are
intrinsic to only certain products. Besides types
of cuisines, other examples of properties include
brands of products, locations of restaurants or ho-
tels, etc. Since a product’s rating is related to both
the properties it possesses and how well it scores
in different aspects, we propose a joint model that
separates product properties and aspects but links
both of them to the numerical ratings of reviews.

We evaluate our model on three data sets of
product reviews. Based on human judgment,
we find that our model can well separate prod-
uct properties and aspects while at the same time
maintaining similar rating prediction accuracies as
HFT. In summary, the major contribution of our
work is a new model that can identify and sepa-
rate two different kinds of latent factors, namely
product properties and aspects.

2 Related Work

Research on modeling review texts and the asso-
ciated ratings or sentiments has attracted much at-
tention. In the pioneering work by Hu and Liu
(2004), the authors extracted product aspects and
predicted sentiment orientations. While this work
was mainly based on frequent pattern mining, re-
cent work in this direction pays more attention to
modeling texts with principled probabilistic mod-
els like LDA. Wang et al. (2011a) modeled review
documents using LDA and treated ratings as a lin-
ear combination of topic-word-specific sentiment
scores. Sauper et al. (2011) modeled word senti-
ment under different topics with a topic-sentiment
word distribution. While these studies simulta-
neously model review documents and associated
ratings, they do not consider user identity and
item identity, which makes them unable to dis-
cover user preference and item quality. There have
been many studies on the extraction of product
aspects (Qiu et al., 2011; Titov and McDonald,
2008b; Mukherjee and Liu, 2012). These stud-
ies use either linguistic patterns or a topic model-
ing approach, or a combination of both, to identify
product features or aspects. However, they do not
distinguish between aspects and properties.

More recent work has started paying attention
to taking user and product identity into considera-
tion. McAuley and Leskovec (2013) used a princi-
pled model similar to that of Wang and Blei (2011)
to map each latent factor to a topic learned by LDA
from review documents. Two variations of this

model were proposed by Bao et al. (2014), which
also took each review’s helpfulness score into con-
sideration. The latest work in this direction is a
model proposed by Diao et al. (2014). This work
further modeled the generation of sentiment words
in review text, which was controlled by the es-
timated sentiment score of the corresponding as-
pect. However, in all the work discussed above,
there was no separation and joint modeling of
product properties and aspects.

3 Model

In this section, we will describe our join model for
product properties, aspects and ratings.
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Figure 1: Plate notation of our PAR model. Cir-
cles in gray indicate hyperparameters and obser-
vations.

3.1 Our Model
3.1.1 Generation of Ratings
As we have pointed out in Section 1, many of the
latent factors learned by HFT are product proper-
ties such as brands, which cannot be used to com-
pare all products in the same category. In order to
explicitly model both product properties and as-
pects, we first assume that there are two different
sets of latent factors: There is a set of P product
properties, and there is another set of A product
aspects. Both are latent factors that will influence
ratings.

Next, we assume that each product has a distri-
bution over product properties and each user has
a real-valued vector over product properties. Be-
cause properties generally model features that a
product either possesses or does not possess, it
makes sense to associate a distribution over prop-
erties with a product. For example, if each type
of cuisines corresponds to a property, then a Mex-
ican restaurant should have a high probability for
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the property Mexican food but low or zero proba-
bilities for properties such as Japanese food, Ital-
ian food, etc. On the other hand, a user may
like and dislike certain product properties, so it
makes sense to use real numbers that can be pos-
itive or negative to indicate a user’s preferences
over different properties. For example, if a user
does not like Japanese food, she is likely to give
low ratings to Japanese restaurants, and therefore
it makes sense to model this as a negative value
associated with the property Japanese food in her
latent vector.

Analogically, it makes sense to assume that a
product has a real-valued latent vector over as-
pects, where a positive value means the product
is doing well in that aspect and a negative value
means the product is poor in that aspect. For ex-
ample, a restaurant may get a negative score for
the aspect service but a positive score for the as-
pect price. On the other hand, we assume that
a user has a distribution over aspects to indicate
their relative weight when the user rates a product.
For example, if service is not important to a user
but price is, she will have a low or zero probabil-
ity for the aspect service in her vector but a high
probability for the aspect price.

Formally, let θi denote the property distribution
of product i, vU

u denote the property vector of user
u, πu denote the aspect distribution of user u and
vI

i denote the aspect vector of item i. Based on
the assumptions above, it makes sense to model
the rating of user u given to item i to be close to
(θi · vU

u + πu · vI
i ). If we compare this formula-

tion with standard ways of modeling ratings such
as in HFT, we can see that the major difference
is the following. In standard models, the latent
vectors of both users and items are unconstrained,
i.e. both positive and negative values can be taken.
This may cause problem interpreting the learned
vectors. For example, when user u has a negative
value for the kth latent factor and item i also has a
negative value for the kth latent factor, the product
of these two negative values results in a positive
contribution to the rating of item i given by user
u. But how shall we interpret these two negative
values and their combined positive impact to the
rating? In our model, we separate the latent factors
into two groups. For one group of latent factors
(product properties), we force the items to have
non-negative values, while for the other group of
latent factors (product aspects), we force the users

to have non-negative values. By doing this, we
improve the interpretability of the learned latent
vectors.

3.1.2 Generation of Review Texts
In our model, for each latent factor, which can be
either a product property or an aspect, there is a
word distribution associated with it, which we de-
note by φp for property p and ψa for aspect a.

We assume that a review of a product given by
a particular user mainly consists of two types of
information: properties this product possesses and
evaluation of this product in the various aspects
that this user cares about. Content related to prod-
uct properties is mainly controlled by the property
distribution of the product. For example, reviews
on a Mexican restaurant may contain much infor-
mation about Mexican food. Content related to
aspects are mainly controlled by the user’s aspect
preference distribution. A user who values service
more may comment more about a restaurant’s ser-
vice. Based on these assumptions, in the gener-
ative process of reviews, each word in a review
document is sampled either from a product prop-
erty or an aspect.

3.1.3 The Generative Process
Our model is shown in Figure 1. and the descrip-
tion of the generative process is as follows:

• For each product property p, sample a word distribution
φp ∼ Dirichlet(β).

• For each aspect a, sample a word distribution ψa ∼
Dirichlet(β).

• For each item

– Sample a product property distribution θi ∼
Dirichlet(α).

– Sample an A-dimensional vector vI
i where

vI
i,a ∼ Normal(0, σ2).

– Sample an item rating bias bi ∼ N (0, σ2).
• For each user

– Sample an aspect distribution πu ∼
Dirichlet(α).

– Sample a P -dimensional vector vU
u where

vU
u,p ∼ Normal(0, σ2).

– Sample a user rating bias bu ∼ N (0, σ2).
• For a user-item pair where a review and a rating exist

– Sample the rating ru,i ∼ Normal(θi · vU
u +πu ·

vI
i + bi + bu + b, σ2)

– Sample the parameter for a Bernoulli distribution
ρu,i ∼ Beta(γ)

– For each word in the review
∗ Sample yu,i,n ∼ Bernoulli(ρu,i).
∗ Sample zu,i,n ∼ Discrete(θi) if yu,i,n = 0

and zu,i,n ∼ Discrete(πu) if yu,i,n = 1.
∗ Sample wu,i,n ∼ Discrete(φzu,i,n

) if
yu,i,n = 0 and wu,i,n ∼
Discrete(ψzu,i,n

) if yu,i,n = 1.
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Here, α,β and γ are hyper-parameters for Dirich-
let distribution, σ is the standard deviation for
Gaussian distribution, ρu,i is the switching prob-
ability distribution for review of user u on item
i, yu,i,n and zu,i,n are the switching variable and
topic assignment for word at position n of review
on itme i from user u. We refer to our model as
the Property-Aspect-Rating (PAR) model.

3.2 Parameter Estimation
Our goal is to learn the parameters that can max-
imize the log-likelihood of both review texts and
ratings simultaneously. Formally speaking, we are
trying to estimate the parameters V U , V I , BU ,
BI , πU , θI , ρ, φP and ψA that can optimize the
following posterior probability.

P (V U ,V I ,BU ,BI ,πU ,θI ,ρ,φP ,ψA|W ,R).

Here V U and V I refer to all latent vectors for
items and users, BU and BI refer to all the bias
terms, W refers to all the words in the reviews
and R refers to all the ratings. The hyperparame-
ters are omitted in the formula. Equivalently, we
will use the loglikelihood as our objective func-
tion. As there is no closed form solution for it,
we use Gibbs-EM algorithm (Wallach, 2006) for
parameter estimation.

E-step: In the E-step, we fix the parameters
πU and θI and collect samples of the hidden vari-
ables Y and Z to approximate the distribution
P (Y ,Z|W ,R,πU ,θI).

M-step: In the M-step, with the collected sam-
ples of Y and Z, we seek values of πU , θI , V U ,
V I , BU and BI that maximize the following ob-
jective function:

L =
∑

(Y ,Z)∈S
logP (Y ,Z,W ,R|πU ,θI ,V

U ,V I ,BU ,BI)

where S is the set of samples collected in the E-
step.

In our implementation, we perform 600 runs of
Gibbs EM. Because Gibbs sampling is time con-
suming, in each run we only perform one itera-
tion of Gibbs sampling and collect that one sam-
ple. We then have 60 iterations of gradient de-
scent. The gradient descent algorithm we use is
L-BFBS, which is efficient for large scale data set.

4 Experiments

In this section, we present the empirical evaluation
of our model.

Data Set #Reviews #W/R Voc #Users #Items
SOFT 54,330 84.6 16,653 43,177 8,760
MP3 20,689 103.9 8,227 18,609 742
REST 88,865 86.5 21,320 8,230 3,395

Table 1: Statistics of our data sets.*#W/R stands for
#Word/Review.

4.1 Data

We use three different review data sets for our
evaluation. The first one is a set of software re-
views, which was used by McAuley and Leskovec
(2013). We refer to this set as SOFT. The sec-
ond one is a set of reviews of MP3 players, which
was used by Wang et al. (2011b). We refer to
this set as MP3. The last one is a set of restau-
rant reviews released by Yelp1 in Recsys Chal-
lenge 20132, which was also used by McAuley and
Leskovec (2013). We refer to it as REST. Based
on common practice in previous studies (Titov and
McDonald, 2008a; Titov and McDonald, 2008b;
Wang and Blei, 2011), we processed these reviews
by first removing all stop words and then removing
words which appeared in fewer than 10 reviews.
We then also removed reviews with fewer than 30
words. Some statistics of the processed data sets
are shown in Table 1.

4.2 Experiment Setup

As we have discussed in Section 1, the focus of
our study is to modify the HFT model to cap-
ture both product properties and aspects. Note that
HFT model is designed for both predicting ratings
and discovering meaningful latent factors. There-
fore, the goal of our evaluation is to test whether
our PAR model can perform similarly to HFT in
terms of rating prediction and latent factor discov-
ery, and on top of that, whether our PAR model
can well separate product properties and aspects,
which HFT cannot do. In the rest of this sec-
tion, we present our evaluation as follows. We
first compare PAR with HFT in terms of finding
meaningful latent factors. We then evaluate how
well PAR separates properties and aspects. Fi-
nally, we compare PAR with HFT for rating pre-
diction. Note that when we compare PAR with
HFT in the first and the third tasks, we do not ex-
pect PAR to outperform HFT but we want to make
sure PAR performs comparably to HFT.

In all our experiments, we use the same number

1http://www.yelp.com
2https://www.kaggle.com/c/yelp-recsys-2013
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Product Properties Aspects
Number Avg. # Relevant Words Count Avg. # Relevant Words

SOFT 18 11.3 9 9.2
MP3 6 5.0 13 9.9
REST 13 10.4 5 7.8

Table 2: Summary of the Ground Truth Latent Factors.

of latent factors for PAR and HFT. For PAR, the
number of latent factors is the number of proper-
ties plus the number of aspects, i.e. P + A. Af-
ter some preliminary experiments, we set the total
number of latent factors to 30 for both models. For
PAR, based on observations with the preliminary
experiments, we empirically set P to 10 and A to
20. Although these settings may not be optimal,
by using the same number of latent factors for both
models, no bias is introduced into the comparison.

For other hyperparameters, we empirically tune
the parameters using a development set and use
the optimal settings. For PAR, we set α = 2,
β = 0.01, σ = 0.1 and γ = 1. For HFT, we
set µ = 10 for MP3 and SOFT and µ = 0.1 for
REST. All results reported below are done under
these settings.

4.3 Annotation of Ground Truth

The major goal of our evaluation is to see how well
the PAR model can identify and separate product
properties and aspects. However, in all three data
sets we use, there is no ground truth and we are
not aware of any data set with ground truth labels
we can use for our task. Therefore, we have to
annotate the data ourselves.

Instead of asking annotators to come up with
product properties and aspects, which would re-
quire them to manually go through all reviews and
summarize them, we opted to ask them to start
from latent factors discovered by the two models.
We randomly mixed the latent factors learned by
PAR and HFT. The top 15 words of each latent fac-
tor were shown to two annotators, and each anno-
tator independently performed the following three
steps of annotations. In the first step, an annota-
tor had to determine whether a latent factor was
meaningful or not based on the 15 words. In the
second step, for latent factors labeled as meaning-
ful, an annotator had to decide whether it was a
product property or an aspect. In the third step,
an annotator had to pick relevant words from the
given list of 15 words for each latent factor. Af-

ter the three-step independent annotation, the two
annotators compared and discussed their results to
come to a consensus. During this discussion, du-
plicate latent factors were merged and word lists
for each latent factor were finalized. The annota-
tors were required to exclude general words such
that no two latent factors share a common relevant
word. In the end, the annotators produced a set of
product properties and another set of aspects for
each data set. For each latent factor, a list of highly
relevant words was also produced. Table 2 shows
the numbers of ground truth properties and aspects
as labeled by the annotators and the average num-
bers of relevant words per latent factor of the three
data sets.

4.4 Discovery of Meaningful Latent Factors
In the first set of experiments, we would like to
compare PAR and HFT in terms of how well they
can discover meaningful latent factors. Here la-
tent factors include both product properties and as-
pects.

4.4.1 Results
We show three numbers for each data set and each
method. The first is the number of “good” latent
factors discovered by a method. Here a good latent
factor is one that matches one of the ground truth
latent factors. A learned latent factor matches a
ground truth latent factor if the top-15 words of
the learned latent factor cover at least 60% of the
ground truth relevant words of the ground truth la-
tent factor. We find the 60% threshold reasonable
because most matching latent factors appear to be
meaningful.

We use Precision and Recall as the evaluation
metric. We would like to point out that the recall
defined in this way is higher than the real recall
value, because our ground truth latent factors all
come from the discovered latent factors, but there
may exist meaningful factors that are not discov-
ered by either HFT or PAR at all. Nevertheless,
we can still use this recall to compare PAR with
HFT. The results are shown in Table 3. As we
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SOFT MP3 REST

# Good LF Prec Rec # Good LF Prec Rec # Good LF Prec Rec
PAR 20 0.67 0.74 14 0.47 0.74 10 0.33 0.56
HFT 20 0.67 0.74 12 0.40 0.63 10 0.33 0.56

Table 3: Results for Identification of Meaningful Latent Factors

can see from the table, PAR and HFT performed
similarly in terms of discovering meaningful la-
tent factors. PAR performed slightly better than
HFT on the MP3 data set. Overall, between one-
third to two-thirds of the discovered latent factors
are meaningful for both methods, and both meth-
ods can discover more than half of the ground truth
latent factors.

4.5 Separation of Product Properties and
Aspects

In this second set of experiments, we would like to
evaluate how well PAR can separate product prop-
erties and aspects. In order to focus on this goal,
we first disregard the discovered latent topics that
are not considered good latent topics according to
the criterion used in the previous experiment.

We then show the 2 × 2 confusion matrix be-
tween the labeled two types of latent factors and
the predicted two types of latent factors by PAR
for each data set. The results are in Table 4. As we
can see, our model does a very good job in sepa-
rating the two types of latent factors for MP3 and
REST. For SOFT, our model mistakenly labeled
4 product properties as aspects. Although this re-
sult is not perfect, it still shows that our model can
separate properties from aspects well in different
domains.

We find that properties in the software domain
are mostly functions and types of software such
as games, antivirus software and so on. Aspects
of software include software version, user inter-
face, online service and others. In the MP3 data
set, properties are mainly about MP3 brands such
as Sony and iPod while aspects are about batter-
ies, connections with computers and some others.
Properties of the restaurant data set are all types
of cuisines and aspects include ambiance and ser-
vice.

4.6 Rating Prediction
Finally we compare our model with HFT for rat-
ing prediction in terms of root mean squared er-
ror. The results are shown in Table 5. We can see
that PAR outperforms HFT in two real data sets

Prediction
Ground Truth

SOFT MP3 REST

P A P A P A
P 8 2 3 0 8 0
A 4 6 1 10 0 2

Table 4: Confusion Matrices of PAR for all Data
Sets. *P stands for property and A stands for aspect.

(SOFT, MP3) and gets the same performance for
the data set REST. This means separating proper-
ties and aspects in the model did not compromise
rating prediction performance, which is important
because otherwise the learned latent factors might
not be the best ones explaining the ratings.

SOFT REST MP3
PAR 1.394 1.032 1.401
HFT 1.399 1.032 1.404

Table 5: Performance in Rating Prediction.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

We presented a joint model of product properties,
aspects and numerical ratings for online product
reviews. The major advantage of the proposed
model is its ability to separate product properties,
which are intrinsic to products, from aspects that
are meant for comparing products in the same cat-
egory. To achieve this goal, we combined prob-
abilistic topic models with matrix factorization.
We explicitly separated the latent factors into two
groups and used both groups to generate both re-
view texts and ratings. Our evaluation showed
that compared with HFT our model could achieve
similar or slightly better performance in terms of
identifying meaningful latent factors and predict-
ing ratings. More importantly, our model is able
to separate product properties from aspects, which
HFT and other existing models are not capable of.
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